Novel Integrative Virtual Rehabilitation Reduces Symptomatology of Primary Progressive Aphasia – a Case Report
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Abstract

Purpose—BrightBrainer™ integrative cognitive rehabilitation system evaluation in an Adult Day Program by a subject with Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) assumed to be of the mixed nonfluent/logopenic variant, and to determination of potential benefits.

Methods—Subject was a 51 year old Caucasian male diagnosed with PPA who had attended an Adult Day Program for 18 months prior to BrightBrainer training. The subject interacted with therapeutic games using a controller that measured 3D hand movements and flexion of both index fingers. The computer simulations adapted difficulty level based on task performance; results were stored on a remote server. The clinical trial consisted of 16 sessions, twice/week for 8 weeks. Subject was evaluated through neuropsychological measures, therapy notes and caregiver feedback forms.

Results—Neuropsychological testing indicated no depression (BDI 0) and severe dementia (BIMS 1 and MMSE 3). The 6.5 hours of therapy consisted of games targeting Language comprehension; Executive functions; Focusing; Short-term memory; and Immediate/working memory. The subject attained the highest difficulty level in all-but-one game, while averaging 1,300 arm task-oriented active movement repetitions and 320 index finger flexion movements.
per session. While neuropsychological testing showed no benefits, the caregiver reported strong improvements in verbal responses, vocabulary use, speaking in complete sentences, following one-step directions and participating in daily activities. This corroborated well with therapy notes.

**Conclusions**—Preliminary findings demonstrate a meaningful reduction of PPA symptoms for the subject, suggesting follow up imaging studies to detail neuronal changes induced by BrightBrainer system and controlled studies with a sufficiently large number of PPA subjects.
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1. Introduction

Dementia is a disorder that affects several cognitive domains such as memory and executive functions\(^1\), and language. The number of Americans affected by Alzheimer’s disease (the most prevalent form of dementia) is currently estimated at 5.2 million\(^2\). This number is expected to double by 2050. While generally dementia affects the elderly, its fronto-temporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) sub-group has been found in disproportionally higher numbers in those younger than 60 (estimated at 4-15 cases per 100,000\(^3\)). Individuals affected by FTLD have behavioral abnormalities such as poor impulse control, inability to persist in a task, loss of social awareness (inappropriate comments to others) and rigidity of mental attitudes\(^4\).

Primary Progressive Aphasia (PPA) is a rare form of FTLD. Subjects with PPA have some of the behavioral abnormalities described above, and in addition have difficulty in naming, word-finding, have non-fluent speech and impaired language comprehension. Based on specific speech and language features, PPA has been subdivided into three variants: progressive nonfluent/agrammatic aphasia (PNFA), semantic dementia and logopenic (LPA)\(^5\). The core clinical diagnosis features are agrammatism of language production and halting speech with sound errors in the nonfluent variant\(^6\). For the semantic variant of PPA core diagnostic features are confrontation naming and single-word comprehension, and some other features are impaired object knowledge as well as spared speech production. A clinical diagnostic of logopenic PPA is based on findings of impaired single-word retrieval in naming or speech, as well as impaired repetition of sentences. While speech is affected in all three variants, individuals with PPA have less involved visual spatial functions and motor abilities.

In view of the communication difficulties and behavioral issues of individuals with PPA as well as their younger age, participation in traditional Adult Day Programs may be challenging.
Some intriguing questions then present themselves: Can such programs integrate virtual reality systems\(^7\) as a modality of non-verbal motor interaction that would benefit individuals with PPA? Can virtual reality games be used to improve their focusing abilities, reduce impulsiveness, even improve language comprehension and vocabulary? This article describes a subject with PPA who attended a Medical Adult Day Program in a multi-site aging service provider in central New Jersey where he trained on a virtual reality system, and the resulting outcomes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Case characteristics and medical history

The subject was a 51 year old Caucasian male who had been High School Valedictorian and had a total of 16 years of education, resulting in a BS college degree. Subsequently he had been gainfully employed until his mid-40s, at which point he was placed on disability due to language impairments hindering communication and difficulty performing assigned tasks in a timely manner.

At age 46 the subject was diagnosed with fronto-temporal dementia (PPA type), without a specific variant specification. Based on clinical observation during the present study, it is believed that the subject had a mixed nonfluent/logopenic variant of PPA. After diagnosis the subject was treated pharmacologically for about 9 months (until medication effect leveled off). Subsequently he commenced weekly sessions with a speech therapist at a local major medical center, supplemented by home therapy 5 days/week (words, reading, and language work sheets provided by the therapist). Despite the therapy undertaken, the subject’s condition gradually worsened, affecting both emotive (depression, inability to connect emotionally to family), and cognitive domains (long and short-term memory, loss of ability to read, behavioral disturbances).
Eighteen months prior to training in virtual reality the subject started attending a Medical Adult Day Program (MADP) in Central New Jersey (USA). The Program offered activities for individuals with cognitive or physical impairments, either as a group (for individuals with similar abilities) or individual activities for those who did not benefit from group programs. The activities were physical, cognitive (games, mind joggers, puzzles, reminiscing, news), social (celebrations, live entertainment) and creative arts (painting, guided drawing, crafts etc.). Many participants helped out with small tasks so that they contributed to the program on a daily basis. The environment was highly structured so that participants were able to get involved in programs they enjoyed. Individuals with PPA, such as the subject in this article, function best with structure but have a hard time when things change. Built into the program was an element of flexibility as the population of the AMDP changed daily and others needs change as their illnesses progressed. The subject had difficulty when the routine differed from the original daily plan and often was challenged for example, when “his seat” had been moved or he sat with new people. Due to his cognitive impairment the subject lacked the ability to understand the needs of others and often would try to help them when in fact he was disrupting the normal routine of other participants. During the 18 months participation in the MADP the subject’s rate of cognitive decline seemed to have been reduced. Improvements were also noted in his emotive state (happy with no depression), and to some degree in his dependency on routine and inability to follow directions, prior to the virtual reality experimental intervention.

A group of 9 other members of the same Adult Day Program underwent the same therapy, as part of a feasibility study for the novel system. Their outcomes will be briefly and qualitatively mentioned in the Discussion section, while detailed data on this “control” group will be published elsewhere.
2.2 BrightBrainer virtual rehabilitation system

The BrightBrainer™ (Figure 1) is a portable computerized system consisting of an HP ENVY 17 laptop, a Razer Hydra game controller, a projector, screen, custom games and remote server. The laptop is a “gamer” model with an NVidia graphics card necessary to render the high resolution graphics (1920 x 1080 pixels) used in therapy.

The Razer Hydra has two very light game pendants held in each hand, which measure many times per second the position of the subject’s hands, and pendant triggers which detect the amount of index finger flexion. The game controllers thus allow the subject to interact with the laptop through whole arm movements, in combination with index finger flexion. Optional wrist weights may be added for increased upper body exertion.

The LG WXGA DPL projector (1280x800 pixel resolution) presents the simulation scenes used in therapy on a screen that covers a substantial portion of the subject’s field of view. The large display size combined with the real time response of the laptop graphics increase the subject’s feeling of immersion in the game, which in turn facilitates increased focus on the virtual reality tasks.

The BrightBrainer laptop uses a wireless Internet connection to transmit data to an HP blade server that stores it in an Oracle MySql database. The server acts as a clinical data repository where the subject’s game performance is secured under password protection and stored under a code. At the start of a session the laptop retrieves the subject’s high scores for each of the games previously played and adjusts the difficulty of the games accordingly. This is done automatically, without therapist intervention.

2.3 Custom BrightBrainer integrative games
BrightBrainer has a library of therapeutic games that each target one, or several cognitive domains and also induce a high level of arm movement repetitions. Unlike other videogames on the market, BrightBrainer games are adaptable in the motor domain, such that arm disability does not impede playing the games. Individuals with weak arms and small arm reach can support their limb on a tabletop using a small towel to reduce friction and still play the games. This takes advantage of a baseline-dependent mapping between (reduced) physical arm movement and normal movement of the corresponding avatar\textsuperscript{12}. Furthermore, some individuals’ lack of volitional finger movement could interfere with their ability to control index flexion/extension when using the game pendant. To account for such situations, games have settings which do not require pressing the hand controller trigger. For example in Card Island, turning a card face up (with the appropriate settings) can be accomplished simply by levitating the hand avatar over that card for a certain amount of time.

Each game, when won provides positive feedback (congratulatory text, applause), which addresses the subject’s emotive side. When combined with the upper body motor exercise this creates an integrative therapy environment which addresses the cognitive-motor-emotive triad. Each game has a scoring formula which is game-dependent and used to quantify subject progress (higher scores correspond to better performance). Task completion time, number of errors, and the playing mode (unimanual or bimanual) are among elements used to determine the score of a game.

The cognitive domains targeted by BrightBrainer (and corresponding game titles) are: a) language comprehension (Submarine Rescue, Pick-and-Place); b) executive function (Submarine Rescue); c) focusing (Breakout 3D, Musical Drums); d) short term visual and auditory memory (Card Island, Xylophone); and e) immediate/working memory (Pick-and-Place, Avalanche).
**Figure 1.** Subject with Primary Progressive Aphasia training on the BrightBrainer system. Subject holds a bimanual game controller and sees the games projected on a screen. All interaction is through whole arm movement and index fingers flexion. © Bright Cloud International. Reprinted by permission.

*Pick-and-Place, Breakout 3D, Musical Drums, Card Island* and *Xylophone* have been previously described\textsuperscript{8, 11}. The *Submarine Rescue* game asks the subject to remove crates from a damaged submarine, one-at-a-time, so to gradually lift it to the surface (Figure 2a,b,c). Crates are numbered and the submarine depth is reduced if the correct crate is removed from an array of possible crates. Selecting the correct crate involves solving an arithmetic equation, with the solution indicating the number shown on the crate to be removed. Crates float in the water gushing into the submarine and are removed by picking them up with the right hand avatar and placing them in a chute. The subject has then to pull a lever to evacuate the crate. At higher
levels of difficulty there are more crates to select from, and the level of water rises faster, masking the numbers on the crates. Thus the subject has to use his left hand avatar to pump the water out and make the crates visible again. Therefore, the game trains not only language comprehension, and executive function but also dual-tasking. After repeated crate removals (by repeatedly finding correct solutions for a sequence of equations) the submarine reaches the surface, at which point the subject is rewarded with texts such as “You saved the submarine!” or “You made it!” or “Good job!”

The Avalanche game depicts a scene in which people are trapped in a mountain cabin by thick layers of ice. The subject is asked to reach the cabin using a pick-axe and a shovel, and free those inside. The layers of ice, once broken by the pick-axe, change color (visual cue), and can then be scooped up with the shovel through repeated moves. Thus the game trains immediate/working memory, as well as task sequencing. Immersion in the game is enhanced by the sounds of those trapped in the cabin and the barking of their dog. The closer the subject is to the cabin, the louder these sounds. Similar to the Submarine Rescue game, congratulatory text is displayed, together with applause, at the successful completion of the task. At higher levels of difficulty there are more layers of ice to dig through, and the amount scooped out by the shovel gets smaller, thus requiring more arm moves to complete the rescue within a set time.
Figure 2. Screen images of Submarine Rescue: a) game start; b) game in progress; c) game completion. Submarine Rescue trains the problem solving (subtraction), part of the executive function domain, as well as language reading and comprehension. Screen images of Avalanche e) game start; f) game in progress; g) game completion. Avalanche trains the immediate/working memory domain. © Bright Cloud International. Reprinted by permission.

2.4 Virtual rehabilitation experimental protocol
The experimental protocol, as well as two consent forms, were approved by Western Institutional Review Board. One consent form was used to consent the subject’s spouse so she could provide feedback on changes in the subject’s behavior, emotional state and participation in ADLs as a result of the experimental therapy. The second consent form was used by the spouse to consent the subject as his Legally Authorized Representative.

A BrightBrainer training session consisted of a multitude of games, which could be selected by the subject using a game controller. A game was selected when the subject’s hand avatar overlapped the game icon among several presented on the screen and the subject pressed the controller trigger. Once a game had been selected, BrightBrainer presented another scene which graphically showed the level difficulty achieved, prior to game start. Each game was timed, and the subject’s ability to play was disabled once the scheduled session duration had been reached.

The subject underwent 16 sessions, twice/week for 8 weeks. The duration of a session started at 20 minutes and increased by 5 minutes every two weeks, such that by the end of therapy, sessions lasted 40 minutes of actual play. To maintain the subject’s interest, new games were periodically introduced, thus the array of icons to select games from increased over the therapy weeks. The difficulty of each game was increased automatically based on subject performance, as well as by switching from unimanual play in the first 6 sessions to bimanual play for the remainder of therapy and by wearing wrist weights. A quiet room was reserved for the duration of the 8 weeks experiment, and an assistant was present in the room to help the subject with questions he may have. In addition, the assistant took the subject’s blood pressure before and at the end of each session so to monitor for possible overexertion/over excitement effects.

2.5 Data Collection instruments
The study used an ABAA protocol, data being collected pre- (A), during training (B), post-trials (A) and at 8 week follow up (A). An independent neuropsychologist administered standardized neuropsychological measures of depression and cognition pre-, post- and at follow up. The instruments used were the Beck Depression Inventory, Revised\(^{13}\), the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)\(^{14}\) and the Brief Interview for Mental Status (BIMS)\(^{15}\). Raw scores were utilized in all data analysis.

The system was not subjectively evaluated by the subject. However a custom feedback form was used to sample the caregiver feedback, consisting of 8 questions provided by the Director of the Medical Adult Day Program (also a co-author). Each question was scored on a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 meaning the least desirable outcome (Strongly Disagree) and 5 the most desirable one (Strongly Agree). The questions asked for feedback regarding the changes observed in the subject as a result of the computer therapy, namely: 1) Improved ability to focus on a task; 2) Improvement in verbal responses; 3) Improved ability to follow one-step directions; 4) Improvement in ability to participate in activities of daily living (Grooming, Dressing, etc.); 5) Able to share their experience with the computer games; 6) Appears more willing/ready to attend the program; 7) Open to trying new things, interacting with others; 8) Introduced them to more technology in the Home. The form was mailed to the caregiver mid-therapy (B), at the end of therapy (A) and at 8 week follow up (A).

The collected game performance data (B) consisted of number of times a particular game had been played (to see whether the subject had preferred some games over others), level of difficulty achieved in each game, game scores, number of arm movement and index finger flexion repetitions in each session (as a measure of intensity of motor actions), whether wrist
weights were worn and their value, time spent exercising and resting (Session time – exercise time = rest time), success or failure in a given game, as well as blood pressure and pulse.

3. Results

3.1 Game performance

Figure 3 shows the difficulty level the subject was able to play in each of the 7 games used in therapy. The subject started with 4 games in unimanual mode, for which he achieved the maximum level (10) by week 6 of therapy. The Submarine Rescue game was introduced later (week 5) yet the subject attained maximum level before the 8 weeks ended. The only game he did not max out was Avalanche (introduced after Submarine Rescue), yet he progressed to level 4 in the two weeks the game was available for play. Session 7 was the one where play went from unimanual to the more difficult bimanual setting which explains the temporary drop in game level, followed by a steady increase. By the final session of therapy (session 16) the subject achieved an average game difficulty of 9.5. This dropped slightly to 9.1 during a follow up game play session 8 weeks later.

Of the 6.5 hours of therapy the dose was 28% for Language comprehension; 15% Executive functions; 37% Focusing; 30% Short-term memory; and 18% Immediate/working memory. As explained in Section 2.2, language comprehension was trained in games which also trained other domains so the percentages add to 128%.

3.2 Motor training intensity and vital signs

The subject played the games through whole arm movement and index flexion. The real-time interaction nature of the games and the duration of play lead to an average of over 1,300 arm task-oriented active movement repetitions and an average of 320 index finger flexion repetitions
The intensity of motor training was further increased by the wrist weights that progressed in size from 0.5 lb in week 5, to 1 lb in week 6 and 2 lb in weeks 7 and 8. The subject tolerated well the weights and they did not adversely affect his game play. Wrist weights may be seen as disturbances to motor control, and the subject’s ability to maintain game performance despite these disturbances are indicative of superior motor control and hand-eye coordination.

**Figure 3.** Subject with PPA progression of therapeutic games difficulty level. Each color represents a different game, which had difficulty levels between 1 (easiest) and 10 (hardest). Subject attained the highest level in all but one game. © Bright Cloud International. Reprinted by permission.

The intensity of play (both cognitive and motor) did not produce an increased pulse for the subject. On the contrary, his pulse taken at the end of each session went from 81 beats/minute in session 1 to 55 beats/minute in session 16. His systolic blood pressure at the end of the session started at 110 mmHg in the first session and ended at 106 mmHg at the completion of the last
session. Notably, his systolic blood pressure was high (155 mmHg) at the start of session 7, which was the one where bimanual play was introduced, but dropped to 114 mmHg by the end of that session. For that same session his pulse averaged 70 beats/minute.

3.3 Cognitive and depression evaluation outcomes

The neuropsychological testing at pre- and post-therapy showed that the subject endorsed no depression (BDI score of 0), although the examiner noted the subject had difficulty understanding some questions. This poor comprehension may have skewed the data. Pre-intervention his BIMS score was 1, and MMSE score was 3, indicative of severe dementia. Post-therapy the subject had a score of 0 for BIMS and 2 on MMSE. At 8 week follow-up his cognitive evaluations had improved slightly (BIMS of 3 from 1 at baseline, and MMSE of 4 vs. 3 at baseline). His depression at follow-up was mild (BDI score of 2).

3.4 Caregiver subjective evaluation of therapy outcomes

After the first 4 weeks of therapy the subject’s caregiver agreed that he had “Improved ability to focus on a task, had “Improved in verbal responses”, had “Improved ability to follow one-step directions,” and “Improved ability to participate in activities of daily living.” The caregiver also agreed that the subject was “Open to trying new things, to interact with others,” and that the therapy “Introduced him to more technology in the Home.” By the end of therapy the caregiver strongly agreed with the above statements. Additionally, she agreed that the subject was “Able to share his experience with the computer games,” something she had disagreed with at mid-therapy.

3.5 Observational evidence of subject’s progress in reversing PPA symptoms

The therapy coach (also a co-author of this manuscript) was asked to log in his observations of
the subject’s interaction with the BrightBrainer system and general behavior during the virtual rehabilitation sessions. He observed that in week 1 the subject showed impulsive behavior, moving his arms around with poor control, stopping performing a task whenever he did not understand it, and was not enjoying the games.

By the end of week 2 the subject started enjoying the BrightBrainer 3D games, and gradually stopped moving around impulsively. About the same time the subject began speaking in complete sentences, something also observed by his caregiver as communicated to the Director of the Adult Day Program (also a co-author to this manuscript). The subject on his way home began to read words associated with one of the games, off vehicles. Previously he had not been reading anything for a year.

By the end of week 3 the subject began recognizing colors, and game performance improved. In week 4 the interaction mode was switched to bimanual, and the subject at first complained of the change in games. But subsequently he adapted and stopped complaining. About the same time the caregiver reported that the subject was introduced to non-violent online 2D video games at home, which he liked and quickly mastered. The subject was subsequently playing these games three to four times/week, spending 30 to 45 minutes each time for the remainder of 4 weeks of the study. During activities such as shopping he showed better self-control of a compulsion to rearrange things. In the words of his caregiver, the subject’s cognition – including his awareness and judgment – seemed to have been “sparked” by the virtual reality therapy.

In week 6 the subject appeared to become a bit bored with the BrightBrainer games and thought they became too easy. During weeks 7 and 8 the caregiver remarked that the subject’s language skills had improved significantly showing an ability to speak and converse in
sentences, and his vocabulary had increased significantly as well. The subject was much more alert and lively, often initiating a conversation, and he seemed more aware and interested in the world around him.

At 8 week follow up the subject remembered the room he had trained in as well as the BrightBrainer games he had played. His enjoyment with the games did not seem to be diminished by 8 weeks of no play. The subject was able to play all the games at levels close to where he had left at the end of therapy, except for *Submarine Rescue* where his performance had degraded.

**Discussion**

Garcia and colleagues\textsuperscript{16} in their review of the use of virtual reality in dementia stressed that it is very important to explore brain-stimulating activities targeted at various regions of the brain damaged by the disease. They argued that studying such targeted activities could uncover the neuroplasticity they may induce in persons with dementia, and help determine which brain regions undergo such plasticity. Greenwood and Parasuraman\textsuperscript{17} offer in fact a neurocognitive framework in which plasticity at the neuronal level underpins cognitive plasticity, namely adaptive changes in patterns of cognition related to brain activity. It follows that studying activities that induce brain plasticity at the neuronal level may offer a way to improve cognition and behavior.

A very recent review\textsuperscript{18} argues the superiority of game-based therapies that induce brain plasticity to both pharmaceutical and behavioral therapies which represent the standard of care today. The authors argue that the new game-based computer therapies, which can be done
without a clinician preset, are disruptive to today’s standard of care, but face a lack of support in current medical education and practice.

The present study used games as activities targeted at executive function, memory, focusing and language understanding, all cognitive areas affected by fronto-temporal dementia (including PPA). With regards to neuroplasticity, it is likely that the subject’s brain rewired motor neurons, in view of: a) the 1300 average targeted arm repetitions per session. Previous studies had shown that upwards of 600 targeted arm repetitions are needed to induce brain plasticity;\(^{19}\) b) the bimanual nature of the tasks he performed in the last 5 weeks of therapy. Bimanual tasks are known to increase cross-lobe connections, which improve one’s ability to multitask \(^{20}\); Games such as *Submarine Rescue* required dual-tasking, something problematic in dementia populations \(^{21}\), but which the subject mastered.

During the second half of the study the subject was introduced to, and started playing 2D online videogames at home. He played three to four times/week, for 30 to 45 minutes each time. At first glance playing online videogames may seem like a confounding factor to this study. One should note, however that the games the subject played on the BrightBrainer at the Medical Adult Day Program were of significantly higher complexity (bimanual vs. unimanual and 3D vs. 2D at home) and higher intensity compared to those played at home. Even if the home games resulted in some improvements, they could not explain the subject’s gains in the first 3 weeks of therapy when he played no games at home.

Studies have shown that motor training (as in physical exercise) in older healthy adults benefits cognition (memory) (see recent reviews \(^{22,23}\)). It is possible that the integrative nature of BrightBrainer therapy, not only the intensity of play, was a reason for the substantial improvements observed in the subject. An earlier study of the system on 10 elderly subjects with
dementia residents on a local Skilled Nursing Facility, with the same intensity and duration of therapy resulted in statistically significant improvements in executive function and reduction in depression for the group.\(^8\)

Improving cognition using a computerized system that induces brain plasticity was studied in the IMPACT controlled study\(^{24}\) which used the Posit Science “Brain Fitness Program.” Researchers targeted auditory memory in an intensive program where experimental subjects were healthy adults age 65 and over. They trained for 40 hours (1 hour/day, 5 days/week for 8 weeks). Results showed that gains in the auditory domain generalized to other, non-trained memory domains, as well as to processing speed, indicative of brain plasticity in the cognitive areas.

While the IMPACT study targeted healthy older individuals, a randomized pilot study targeted higher functioning dementia (Alzheimer’s disease) participants from an adult day care program\(^{25}\). Participants in the experimental group undertook 3 weekly 20-min sessions of Interactive Multimedia Internet-based System training, for 12 weeks. A control group had 8 hours/day of Integrated Psycho-stimulation Program (IPP) offered by the Adult Day program, and a second control group had only medication in their home. Both interactive multimedia and IPP training resulted in improved cognition for the dementia participants after 12 weeks training (MMSE average difference of 2 points for the experimental group and 0.5 point for IPP group). There were no gains for the second control group which only took medication. The gains were better maintained at 12 week follow up by the experimental group.

The PPA subject in the study presented here was attending a Medical Adult Day Program. His participation in the program overlapped the BrightBrainer training, and this may be seen as a confounding factor. From his caregiver and his therapy coach accounts, it appears that the gains
observed during virtual reality training where distinct from, and in addition to prior gains resulting from 1.5 years of participation in the Medical Adult Day Program. The subject trained as part of a larger feasibility study that involved 9 other members of the same Medical Adult Day Program. Eight of 9 other participants had various non-PPA dementias, with cognitive impairment ranging from mild cognitive impairment to early onset of Alzheimer’s disease. The subject with PPA was the youngest of the group with all 10 subjects undergoing the same therapy on the BrightBrainer system.

Compared to the dementia subjects in the previously mentioned Adult Day Program study, who had a group MMSE score at baseline of 20.6, the subject with PPA that trained on BrightBrainer had a much lower score at baseline (3). His MMSE score post-therapy was 2, and this negative change is in contrast with the improvements in language skills, self-control, and ability to focus on a task observed by his training coach and separately by his caregiver. The subject’s cognitive measures were slightly better at follow up (MMSE score of 4). One reason for the discrepancy between caregiver observations and the cognitive testing results may be the MMSE tendency to overestimate dementia severity in subjects with PPA. The lack of an appropriate (and more detailed) cognitive standardized evaluation is a limitation in the present study. Another obvious limitation is the small sample (n=1), as is the lack of imaging studies to back up the authors’ belief that brain rewiring had occurred. Nonetheless the authors believe that this study findings merit dissemination to the Neuroscience community.

**Conclusion**

The changes witnessed by the research team and fully corroborated by the subject’s caregiver are indicative of a meaningful and substantial reduction of symptoms associated with PPA.
Substantially more work is needed to determine what neuronal changes had been induced to cause such reduction of symptoms. Such research should include imaging studies, as well as controlled studies with a sufficiently large number of subjects.

The authors believe that the present study is the first time virtual reality integrative games-based training with bimanual interaction was tried by a PPA subject. They are eager to partner with other researchers so to explore how PPA can be reversed in the absence of pharmacological interventions. The use of the techniques pioneered in this study is very supportive of such a possibility and may someday benefit a larger number of subjects with fronto-temporal dementia as well as those with normal age-related cognitive decline.
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